
FROM THE JUST STAFF

The Jackson Union Sculpture Tour was created to establish Jackson
as an urban art center as it continues to grow into a major metropol-
itan center in West Tennessee. Populations have always established
the arts as a fundamental way to promote their communities and
sculpture has always been the venue of choice. When communities
want to celebrate, commemorate, honor, observe or consecrate
something about themselves, they choose sculpture as the way to
do it. This is the major purpose of this tour: to promote the City of
Jackson and to encourage our citizens in the participation and
enjoyment of the visual arts. This community effort has also been
greatly aided and supported by Union University as it continues to
seek venues in which the University can partner with the City of
Jackson in developing a stronger and more vibrant community. 

This sculpture tour exists only through the unwavering support of
three individuals. Mayor Charles Farmer, Union University President
Dr. David Dockery and Union University Dean of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Barbara McMillin have been invaluable in seeing that this tour
continues to grow and expand its positive influence in the commu-
nity. It is with great gratitude that we acknowledge their steadfast
commitment to the Jackson Union Sculpture Tour. 

Sincerely, 
Aaron Lee Benson, Sculpture Tour Director
Cynthia Keegan, Assistant Director
Laura Berkemeyer, Design and Development
Nathan Evans, Design and Development Assistant
Ruth Ann Pike, Campus Liaison

FROM A JUDGE

Having grown up in a rural West Tennessee town, I was not exposed
to a wide variety of art. When I arrived in Jackson to attend college
in the early 1990s, I was amazed at the depth of artistic expression
its citizens exhibited. From visual art to music to theatre, this town
never ceases to surprise me with its desire for excellence in the arts. It
continues to establish itself as not only a hub of industry and learning
for the surrounding counties, but also as a hub for artistic expression.

Given Jackson’s history of artistic leadership, I was extremely
pleased upon learning of the partnership between Mayor Charles
Farmer and Union University. I knew the passion that Jacksonians
have for the arts would transfer to this sculpture tour, and that it
could quickly become a draw for well-established sculptors from all
over the world.

My congratulations to the Mayor, his staff, the City of Jackson, Dr.
David Dockery, Lee Benson, and Union University for fleshing out a
substantive vision and adding to the artistic reputation of this city.

Daniel Brown
Principal, CompanyZero Communications
Columbia, TN

“EARTHEN PASSAGE”
2003-2004 

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Artist: Glenn Zweygardt
Media: metal and stone

Dimensions: 11’ x 4’8” x 3’

“REACHING FOR THE SUN”
2004-2005 

PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Artist: Wayne Trapp

Media: powder coated steel
Dimensions: 16’ x 4’ x 4’

UNTITLED #2

2005-2006 PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Artist: James Davis  n Media: steel n Dimensions: 128” x 81” x 80”

Artist Statement:
My work deals with form and the different rhythmic qualities that can be altered
by a slight change of an angle or curve in these forms. In these rhythmic studies
I try to look at the composition as a piece of music. I want the work to have some
sense of improvisation, hold a chord structure, and have a tune in the same
way that a piece of jazz is composed. Each piece can be very similar, but in
slight variations can give a different feeling from the next. The subtle changes
and the feelings that they cause are what I am after in my work.

ZACHARY’S ANGEL
Artist: Shawn Morin  n Media: steel  n Dimensions: 6’ x 3’ x 2’

Artist Statement:
“In the beginning O Lord, you laid the foundations of the earth , and the heavens are the
work of your hands. They will perish, but you will remain,they will wear out like a garment.
You will roll them up like a robe, like a garment they will be changed. But you remain the
same, and your years will never end. To which of the angels did God ever say, “Sit at my
right hand until I make your enemies a footstool for you feet.” Are not all angels minis-
tering spirits sent to serve those who will inherit salvation?” (Hebrews 1: 10-14, Holy
Bible, NIV1984). As a father of six children, it is comforting to know that we all have
guardian angels that intercede, protect, and minister to us. Zachary’s Angel is one of two
angels I created for my seven and eleven year old boys. 

S.U.B. CURIOSITY
Artist: Rain Kerrane  n Media: copper, steel, glass, aluminum
Dimensions: 20’ x 9’ x 4’

Artist Statement:
My work makes exteriorized, objective witness to the circular locutions of the female 
psyche’s way of making, tracing, weaving and connections of wholeness throughout the
nest of mind. I am fueled by a need to capture and re-experience the initial sense of explo-
ration, adventure, discovery and isolation felt while traversing the earth, the sea, the mind,
and the soul. S.U.B. Curiosity has links to the sea and such voyages of discovery and obser-
vation. It was conceived as a vessel both industrial and biological with the exaggerated
periscope allowing superior vantage over terrain from a well-protected interior. The sub-
marine, as a personal icon, remains primarily a self-portrait. I associate the isolation of
travel with my personal journey of locating to the United States from Ireland. My work
encompasses large-scale outdoor sculpture, mixed media installation, bronze and collage.
As artist, immigrant and woman it is always related to the broader analogy of the individ-
ual’s journey through life and a global society.

SUGGESTIVE NATURE #1
Artist: Mark Guilbeau  n Media: mixed media  n Dimensions: 16’ x 10’ x 6’

Artist Statement:
For years I produced multiple thumbnail drawings as sketches for potential sculptures.
These suggestive nature studies are similar to the Rorschach inkblot test. I ask others to
review hundreds of these studies to select their favorite from the inch high drawings to be
translated into large-scale sculptures. The imaginative freedom of selecting from miniature
drawings via the process of elimination and then interpreting the abstract takes some con-
trol from me and allows the sculpture to develop its personality. It refreshes the creative
process. I am attracted to certain objects, shapes, forms, colors, lines, and textures, which
I then arrange is a manner or composition that fulfils a need to communicate. This commu-
nication begins between artist and viewer even before the work exists three dimensionally.
Abstraction is important as a connection to organic and open interpretation much like the
landscape of the mind and thought patterns. 

SELECTIVE MEMORY
Artist: Chris Wubbena  n Media: acid etched steel  n Dimensions: 8.5’ x 9’ x 3’

Artist Statement:
The concepts and forms that make up my artwork generate from an interest in melding
physical and cultural history into compositions that exhume, analyze, and challenge issues
from yesterday and today. Through an assortment of media I create artwork that compiles
and preserves information into layered, stacked, and eroded forms. The finished product
most often references the link between geology, history, and everyday life, such as social
stratification, political fissures, or historical sedimentation and erosion. ...

... I like to believe that the artwork I create is in some way an amalgamation of various land-
marks and artifacts. A landmark is more than a simple object; it is a reminder of an emo-
tion, experience, or discovery. An artifact is a clue into secrets, secrets that have resisted
the affects of time to tell old underlying stories. The landmarks and artifacts presented in
my work, through material, form, and content, investigate our shared contemporary exis-
tence as it sits teetering atop a world of accumulated beliefs, traditions, and misconceptions. 

SCULPTURE WORKSHOP SCUPLTURES (ON THE UNION UNIVERSITY CAMPUS)

“NANOU”
Artist: Ron Fondaw  n Media: adobe n Dimensions: 25’ x 20’ x 12’

Artist Statement:
The empowerment of art and the art-making process is something very special.
To be truly inspired is an altered state of awareness. The experience of the maker
is different than that of the viewer. Art has many avenues and levels and, as a
maker, I enjoy the fluidity of flowing from one level to another. This freedom has
taken me to places I could not have imagined I’d go. I begin with a concept yet
am willing to change direction should a better opportunity reveal itself.

“WING”
Artist: Berry Matthews  n Media: clay and mixed media
Dimensions: 8’ x 8’ x 22’

Artist Statement:
Opposites attract me. The invisible made visible. space made tangible,
the formal, intimate, the serious, playful, Reverie with drama, I work to combine
these contradictions and to leave space for your discovery.

UNTITLED #2

2005-2006 PURCHASE AWARD WINNER
Artist:James Davis  
Media:steel
Dimensions:128” x 81” x 80”

ZACHARY’S ANGEL

Artist:Shawn Morin 
Media:steel
Dimensions:6’ x 3’ x 2’

S.U.B. CURIOSITY

Artist:Rain Kerrane
Media:copper, steel, glass, aluminum
Dimensions:20’ x 9’ x 4’

SUGGESTIVE NATURE #1

Artist:Mark Guilbeau
Media:mixed media
Dimensions:16’ x 10’ x 6’

“REACHING FOR THE SUN”

2004-2005 PURCHASE AWARD WINNER

Artist: Wayne Trapp

Media:powder coated steel

Dimensions:16’ x 4’ x 4’

“EARTHEN PASSAGE”

2003-2004 PURCHASEAWARD WINNER

Artist:Glenn Zweygardt

Media: metal and stone

Dimensions:11’ x 4’8” x 3’

“GETHSEMANE”

2003-2004 SCULPTURE

Artist: Shawn Morin

Media:stone

Dimensions:7’3” x 8’ x 7’3”
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SELECTIVE MEMORY

Artist:Chris Wubbena
Media:acid etched steel
Dimensions:8.5’ x 9’ x 3’
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Ajoint project of the City of Jackson, TN and Union University
September 2005 - August 2006

UNION UNIVERSITY
Vision and Values
Lee Benson, Cynthia Keegan
1050 Union University Drive
Jackson, TN 38305
731.661.5223
jacksonsculpturetour@hotmail.com

CITY OF JACKSON
At Your Service
P.O. Box 2508
Jackson, TN 38302
731.425.CITY
www.cityofjackson.net

JACKSON, TN/UNION UNIVERSITY SCULPTURE TOUR
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JACKSON, TN/UNION UNIVERSITY SCULPTURE TOUR
Outdoor Sculpture Competition and Exhibition 2005-2006


